DOCTRINE OF NATIONALISM
I.

Introduction.
A. A nation is a stable, historically developed community of people with a territory,
economic life, culture and language in common.
B. Nationalism is the putting of national interests, aims, etc., above international
considerations.
C. Nationalism is Divine Institution #4 instituted by God in which He segregated the
peoples of the world into various national entities. Act.17:26a
D. God determines their time of existence and real estate occupied. Act.17:26b,c
E. Nations are designed to provide maximum freedom universally for Divine Institution #1 (volition). Act.17:27
F. Each nation exercises rule over a segment of the human race.
G. God decides the fate of nations based on their volitional response to His plan.
Cp.Jon.3
H. He controls the history of nations and their demise. Isa. 44:7 cp.40:21-24; 41:2;
Dan. 2:21,36ff
I. Israel is the only nation promised real estate in perpetuity. Mic.4:7; Rev.21

II.

Vocabulary.
A. Hebrew: the primary term is ywOG – goy or the plural ~yIwOG – goyim translated “nation/nations” in the Old Testament.
B. Greek: the primary term is e;qnoj (ethnos) used in the New Testament and LXX.
C. The translations “nation/nations” occurs 644x in the Bible.

III.

The origin of the nations.
A. The time of their origin.
1. Prior to the events of Gen.11:1-9, there were no nations.
2. The events of Gen.11 at Babel followed shortly after the turn of the 1st Century post-Flood (Flood: 2298-97 BC).
3. Gen.10:25 is the lone clue as to the dating linking it commensurate with the
life of Peleg, “the name of the one was Peleg, for in his days the earth was divided…”.
4. The name Peleg is from the Hebrew gl;P' - palag meaning “divided”.
5. The division in view can feasibly be viewed two-fold paralleling the divided
continents post-Pangea partitioned into national entities separated by languages (see Psa.55:9, “Confuse, O Lord, divide [palag] their tongues…).
6. That Peleg was named “Divided” at birth strongly suggests that his birth was
after God’s judgment on Babel.
7. From the chronological notes in Genesis 11:10ff, Peleg was born 101 years
post- Flood and lived 239 years providing a window date of ~2197 -2059 BC.
8. Further Assyria was established during the time of Nimrod (Gen.10:11,12).
9. Rabbinical tradition holds to Nimrod by the age of 18 having already led a
small army to victory against clan strife. Jewish Encyclopedia; 2002-2011
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10. If true, it is completely feasible that he rose to power quickly (within the 1st
Century post-flood) and his continued conquests into national Assyria did not
have to be time consuming of necessity (didn’t need 150+ years).
11. However, we cannot fix a firm date, only to note that nations existed by the
time of Terah (Gen.11:28) no later than 2006 BC or 292 years post-flood.
B. The historical event.
1. Mankind lived after the flood with a common language and there was no
communication barrier of any kind. Gen.11:1
2. Men corporately migrated to Shinar. Gen.11:2
3. Nimrod was the instigator of the migration and the projected city and tower
build convincing the masses to join him. Gen.11:3
4. This was in direct violation of the command to repopulate the earth and to
subdue it via the Noahic covenant. Gen.9:1,7
5. The tower was to be the focal point of their existence, and the details are rooted in the occult mysteries found in the mother/son cult. Gen.11:4
6. The plan was to unify all men around the city, its tower, and its religion.
Gen.11:4
C. The result.
1. Via omniscience, God knew that a universal race on the planet would eventually unify itself around a false universal religion. Cf.Rev.13
2. He intervened in order to protect positive volition, which these people would
surely eliminate. Cf.Rev.13:7,15
3. The unifying language was eliminated and confused so that men could not
understand one another. Gen.11:6-7
4. The origin of differing languages prompted them to quit their endeavor and
move into different geographical locations. Gen.11:8
5. This resulted in the divided table of nations as found in Gen.10 editorialized
in vss.5,20,31,32.
IV.

Satan opposes Divine Institution #4 seeking to circumvent it via internationalism.
A. His agenda is not any clearer than in Rev.13; as mankind becomes unified, they
always move away from the truth toward evil.
B. Antichrist is the pinnacle of satanic attack under a new world order.
C. God deterred any premature arrival of his person at Babel.
D. National entities are a barrier to Satan because they prevent him from unifying
people under his system of evil.
E. Nations are barriers to the supremacy of evil in the world.
F. Any form of internationalism gives Satan more control; the more internationalism, the more control.
G. Yet, he continues to seduce mankind with promises of world peace and prosperity
apart from BD.
H. Peace and security are his chief selling points. IThe.5:1-3
I. Internationalism in the last days are prophesied in Psa.2:1-3

V.

Nationalism is designed to provide external and internal security for the citizens of a
nation.
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A. External security comes through the military.
1. World peace is maintained through a balance of power among nations.
2. The military of a nation is designed by God to protect the nation from aggressive predator nations.
3. The population of a nation only enjoys peace and security to the extent that
their military (or allies) can provide it.
4. Doctrines of disarmament and so-called “peace treaties” with your enemies
will not provide what they promise and only serve to weaken the nation and
strengthen its enemy. Jer.50:15
B. Internal security.
1. Inside the nation, the criminal elements exist that seek to prey on the innocent.
Prov.1:10-19
2. Criminals are defined as those that violate the rights of person, privacy, or
property, of the community at large or of any member of the community.
3. One legitimate function of the government is to execute justice and to protect
the populace from criminal types. Deu.16:18-20
4. Their ability to punish crime acts as a deterrent for most normal people.
Deu.17:12-13; 19:15-20
5. The authority of the national government runs the gamut from fines and incarceration for minor offenses, to capital punishment for the most serious crimes.
Gen.9:5-6; Rom.13:4
6. If the national government does not execute justice for its citizens expeditiously, this reinforces the criminals in their activity. Ecc.8:11
7. The justice system is also established to prevent revenge tactics and operation
vendetta. Num.35:9-34
VI.

The believer and the nation.
A. The believer recognizes the truth that there are no authorities that exist apart from
the will of God. Rom.13:1
B. The believer is to be law abiding of the nation in which he lives. 1Pet.2:12
C. This involves obedience to all the established authorities in the nation. Rom.13:2;
1Pet.2:13-15
D. The Word of God does not sanction revolution, overthrow, conspiracy, assassinations, etc. Rom.13:2
E. The adjusted believer recognizes that while abuses exist, all authorities are ultimately placed there for his good. Rom. 13:4
F. The believer is to pray for the Establishment chain of command. 1Tim. 2:1-3
G. Civil disobedience is only justified in exceptional cases when the nation seeks to
take the place of God and/or a higher spiritual principle is at stake. Dan.3, 6;
Act.4:16-22; 5:27-42 esp.vs.29

VII.

Internationalism, the New World Order and the United Nations.
A. The new age movement/new world order is nothing more than the tower of Babel
with a new vocabulary. “It is a big idea: a new world order, where diverse nations are drawn together in common cause to achieve the universal aspirations of
mankind, peace, and security, freedom and the rule of law...only the United States
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B.

C.

D.
E.

has both the moral standing and the means to back it up." --President George
Bush, in his State of the Union address, Los Angeles Times, February 18, 1991.
The United Nations is the chief exponent of this evil in our time and the driving
force behind the New World Order. “Mankind's problems can no longer be
solved by national governments. What is needed is a World Government. This can
best be achieved by strengthening the United Nations system. In some cases, this
would mean changing the role of UN agencies from advice-giving to implementation."--1994 UN Report.
The principle of free trade not subject to protective regulations or tariffs intended
to restrict foreign import has not helped the citizens of our country; it was established to fulfill an entirely political agenda of a global economy.
International free trade is life support for the “great merchants” of the last days.
Jam.5:1-6
In order to fulfill their objectives, several key elements have been openly advocated by the NWO, including:
1. Elimination of individual rights, resulting in complete conformity of all beliefs, values, and attitudes toward the global ideology of a one world system,
to be formed around the UN model. "[We must begin] developing recommended proposals and mechanisms for improving the monitoring of the actions by the various States, Commonwealths, and territories of the United
States...for their conformity with relevant treaties, the provision of relevant information for reports and other monitoring purposes, and the promotion of effective remedial mechanisms;" Bill Clinton, Executive Order 13107
2. Population control and reduction. The genocide in Rwanda, which left at least
800,000 dead in 1994, successfully reduced the targeted population by 8090%. "What happened in Rwanda was not a spontaneous outbreak of violence. It had been under preparation for months, preparations made in the
presence of two-and-a-half-thousand UN peacekeepers. UN troops had informants from within the Interhamwe [the militia group responsible for the
genocide] who were telling them about the plans. This information was being
sent to UN headquarters in New York." Bronwyn Adcock, UN criminal investigator.
3. Outcome-based education. The purpose of OBE is to dumb down our children so they will accept the coming totalitarian world government. This system rejects teaching math, reading, writing, and other basics of education; instead, the teachers act as coaches to reach certain outcomes, such as politically
correct attitude, high self esteem, and personal management. "The real goal
of OBE, it thus becomes clear...is to condition the populace to rapid adaptability to change without protest. The outcome sought is a compliant, willing,
unquestioning worker used to and desiring to cooperate with his fellows as a
not too smart drone working in the global industrial complex managed by the
global elite."
"The traditional interests and rights of parents have been trampled upon, as
educators have proceeded on the proposition that professionals know better
than parents how to raise children...." William Bonner, Atty. for the Rutherford Institute.
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4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

Nancy Stable, a former high school teacher in Pennsylvania schools, describes the "values clarification" technique used in OBE. It is a method for
teaching decision making that teaches a child to abandon all the traditional
values and standards taught at home and church, teaches that there is no absolute right or wrong, but that each individual can choose for himself based
on what is good for himself.
The establishment of a global religion, promoted through ecumenicalism.
This is promoted through various occult sources that subscribe to the doctrine
that the spiritual destiny of mankind is guided by Ascended Masters, and that
these Masters are working to unfold “the Plan”. "...Do not worry if not all religions will join the United Religions organization. Many nations did not join
the UN at its beginning, but later regretted it and made every effort to join. It
was the same with the European Community and it will be the case with the
world's religions because whoever stays out or aloof will sooner or later regret it." Robert Muller, former Assistant Secretary General of the UN.
"We believe that all religions derive their wisdom from that ultimate source.
Therefore, the world's faith traditions share in common wisdom, which can be
obscured by differences in religious concepts and practices." United Religions Charter.
The Detention plan, allowing our government and the UN powers to take over
the country during a crisis. "However, Congressman Henry Gonzales (D,
Texas) clarified the question of the existence of civilian detention camps. In an
interview the congressman stated, "the truth is yes - you do have these stand
by provisions, and the plans are here...whereby you could, in the name of
stopping terrorism, evoke the military, arrest Americans and put them in detention camps."
Another important aspect of this is the so-called "REX" plan. National Security Directive 58, issued by President Reagan in 1982, allows FEMA to basically take over the country during a crisis. The constitution would officially be
suspended, and martial law implemented.
These references are simply a glimpse into the satanic mechanisms powering
the NWO.
Authoritarianism is the appeal today in our society which is a short step away
from totalitarianism.
Just as Nimrod and company used fear and the environment to deceive and
enslave the masses, so there is nothing new under the sun.
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